
they might scare them with too much information.”  Child Life 
specialists like Cassandra understand that we can support 
these kids by helping them understand what cancer is.  
“Studies show that if you have a conversation with a kid, 
using age appropriate words that they can understand, they 
have the ability to comprehend it and they cope better 
because of it.” 

Cassandra works closely with NAN families to ensure that 
each child receives an individualized program, customized to 
their age, and matches them with a volunteer that is best 
suited to help that child cope with their parent’s illness. She 
works closely with NAN’s volunteers to train them on how to 
use play to help children cope with different types of 
emotions. 

In 2019 NAN developed specialized coping kits, a monthly 
activity that volunteers can use in their visits. The NAN slime 
kit provides a tactile kinesthetic release when kids are 
anxious, nervous, or excited. For children who are feeling 
alone or isolated there is Kindness Bingo, where kids are 
encouraged to do five kind acts to help alleviate feelings of 
loneliness that often come with a parent’s hospitalization. The 
dragon breathing exercise helps kids learn deep breathing 
methods. They decorate their own fire breathing dragon out 
of a toilet paper roll and put streamers on the end so that it 
looks like fire is coming out. “Kids love the art activity, but 
what we’re really teaching them is how to take a deep breath 
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Clemente explains, “research shows that kids who experience 
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this can impact their ability to advance in life.” 
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difficult journey of coping with a cancer diagnosis so that their 
kids can continue to thrive. “Many parents don’t know how to 
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think that their children are too young to understand, or that 

in, because to make the fire come to life they have to 
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use when they’re feeling anxious”, explains 
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While many of NAN’s clients have young children, 
Cassandra wants parents to understand that NAN’s 
Child Life approach works equally well for older kids. 
“A five-year old copes best through play. Whereas a 
15-year old needs someone to talk to and be there 
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in the home is the same, to give them some 
undivided attention, follow their lead in moments of 
stress or struggle and respond by giving them the 
appropriate tool to cope.” 

This is never more critical than for a child who loses a 
parent. NAN provides up to a year of bereavement 
services and Cassandra and her team are on hand 
prior to the parent’s death to help explain what is 
happening to the children. Once the parent dies, she 
works with the family to help them create rituals that 
reinforce a connection with the parent that has died, 
so that they can continue to live with the memory of 
that person in their lives. “That’s a part that every 
family struggles with. It’s hard to think about that 
person, but you need to leave some space, especially 
for kids, for that parent to live. I help families navigate 
that and find a way that feels authentic for them.”

Cassandra believes that ultimately the NAN program 
highlights how resilient children can be when given 
the right tools, guidance, and emotional support to 
cope. “Often a parent will say, ‘I was so afraid that 
they wouldn’t be able to handle this conversation, but 
you’ve shown me that my kids are strong, and they’ll 
be ok.’ That’s the best part of this work for me, 
getting to show parents that their child is able to 
conquer this.” 
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I want to take the opportunity to say a heartfelt thank you to those 
who have supported Nanny Angel Network and the work that we do. For 10 
years we’ve supported moms with cancer by being there for her kids. Our 
support means that mom doesn’t have to choose between her own care and 
caring for her children, and her kids get to focus on just being kids. In the last 
10 years we’ve supported over 1,000 families and engaged hundreds of deeply 
committed volunteers who want to make a difference in children’s lives. These 
efforts would not have been possible without your support. 

In 2019 we celebrated some amazing wins. Thanks to a 
$300,000 visionary gift by philanthropist Brit Smith and Homestead Land 
Holdings we made our first program expansion beyond the GTA, launching our 
first Nanny Angel satellite office in Kingston. In just 4 months we were able to 
help six families in the Kingston area and we’re excited to see that program 
grow in the coming years. 

Our innovation in cancer care was recognized when we 
were awarded with the international Astellas Changing Cancer Care Prize. This 
global challenge, which featured entries from 280 organizations around the 
world, aims to address the complexities of the cancer journey by funding the 
best ideas in cancer care beyond medicine. In October, our Kingston champion 
Leah Werry pitched our program to a panel of judges, leading to Nanny Angel 
Network being awarded the top prize and a gift of $100,000 USD. 

Our Child Life inspired program is so much more than 
just childcare. It’s a fully integrated, community-based initiative that helps 
ensure kids have the tools they need to cope with their parent’s illness. In 2019 
we developed a series of unique coping kits and therapeutic play activities. 
These activities help kids build resilience and manage stress.

ON THE 
OCCASION OF 
OUR 10TH 
ANNIVERSARY...
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Summer can be a challenging time for families dealing with 
cancer. Kids are meant to enjoy carefree summers, but when a parent has cancer 
kids often miss out on the chance to be a kid. To help provide a sense of normalcy, 
in 2019 we launched the Ronda Green Camp Program for Children. With the 
generous support of the Green family we were able to send 28 kids to a camp of 
their choice so that they could experience some fun during a very difficult time. 

One of the most difficult but valued aspects of our work 
is the year of bereavement services that we provide to a family after a parent has 
died. In 2019 we supported 11 grieving families, providing the children with 
consistent care and the spouse with additional support while they mourned the loss 
of their loved one. And although our focus continues to be moms with cancer, in 
2019 we provided support to 10 families where dad had cancer, ensuring that more 
children were able to benefit from our Child Life programming.

Our work would not be possible without the support of 
our donor community. In 2019 we hosted another incredibly successful 
Angels and Heroes Gala. The proceeds from that event, attended by over 500 
supporters, as well as our corporate, foundation, third party, and individual gifts, 
helped us raise over $1.4M in 2019.

We hope we can count on your support 
for the next 10 years. 

With tremendous gratitude,

Audrey Guth, Board Chair
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in the home is the same, to give them some 
undivided attention, follow their lead in moments of 
stress or struggle and respond by giving them the 
appropriate tool to cope.” 

This is never more critical than for a child who loses a 
parent. NAN provides up to a year of bereavement 
services and Cassandra and her team are on hand 
prior to the parent’s death to help explain what is 
happening to the children. Once the parent dies, she 
works with the family to help them create rituals that 
reinforce a connection with the parent that has died, 
so that they can continue to live with the memory of 
that person in their lives. “That’s a part that every 
family struggles with. It’s hard to think about that 
person, but you need to leave some space, especially 
for kids, for that parent to live. I help families navigate 
that and find a way that feels authentic for them.”

Cassandra believes that ultimately the NAN program 
highlights how resilient children can be when given 
the right tools, guidance, and emotional support to 
cope. “Often a parent will say, ‘I was so afraid that 
they wouldn’t be able to handle this conversation, but 
you’ve shown me that my kids are strong, and they’ll 
be ok.’ That’s the best part of this work for me, 
getting to show parents that their child is able to 
conquer this.” 
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they might scare them with too much information.”  Child Life 
specialists like Cassandra understand that we can support 
these kids by helping them understand what cancer is.  
“Studies show that if you have a conversation with a kid, 
using age appropriate words that they can understand, they 
have the ability to comprehend it and they cope better 
because of it.” 

Cassandra works closely with NAN families to ensure that 
each child receives an individualized program, customized to 
their age, and matches them with a volunteer that is best 
suited to help that child cope with their parent’s illness. She 
works closely with NAN’s volunteers to train them on how to 
use play to help children cope with different types of 
emotions. 

In 2019 NAN developed specialized coping kits, a monthly 
activity that volunteers can use in their visits. The NAN slime 
kit provides a tactile kinesthetic release when kids are 
anxious, nervous, or excited. For children who are feeling 
alone or isolated there is Kindness Bingo, where kids are 
encouraged to do five kind acts to help alleviate feelings of 
loneliness that often come with a parent’s hospitalization. The 
dragon breathing exercise helps kids learn deep breathing 
methods. They decorate their own fire breathing dragon out 
of a toilet paper roll and put streamers on the end so that it 
looks like fire is coming out. “Kids love the art activity, but 
what we’re really teaching them is how to take a deep breath 

When a mom receives a cancer diagnosis she is 

confronted by a number of fears, not least of 

which is how will she continue to care for her 

children while she seeks treatment, and what will 

happen to those children if she dies. Nanny Angel 

Network knows a mom’s primary focus is the 

health and well-being of her kids. 

That’s why NAN developed a Child Life informed childcare 
program that not only gives mom the time to rest, but 
reassures her that her kids will have the tools they need to 
cope with her illness, strengthening their resilience so that 
they can handle whatever life throws their way.  

Child Life is a branch of psychosocial healthcare that helps 
children navigate stressful times so that they can handle life 
changing experiences that might otherwise throw them off 
their normal developmental path. A parent’s cancer diagnosis 
can be one such traumatic event in a child’s life, which if 
untreated can lead to a lifetime of issues and unfulfilled 
dreams.  As NAN’s Child Life Specialist Cassandra Di 
Clemente explains, “research shows that kids who experience 
trauma can grow up to experience a range of mental health 
disorders from anxiety and depression to suicidal ideation. 
They can withdraw from their friends and family, struggle in 
school and stop doing activities that they once loved. All of 
this can impact their ability to advance in life.” 

At NAN, our Child Life specialists help families navigate the 
difficult journey of coping with a cancer diagnosis so that their 
kids can continue to thrive. “Many parents don’t know how to 
help their kids cope with a serious illness in the family, they 
think that their children are too young to understand, or that 

in, because to make the fire come to life they have to 
breathe in really slowly, which is a great tool they can 
use when they’re feeling anxious”, explains 
Cassandra. 

While many of NAN’s clients have young children, 
Cassandra wants parents to understand that NAN’s 
Child Life approach works equally well for older kids. 
“A five-year old copes best through play. Whereas a 
15-year old needs someone to talk to and be there 
for them through all their different emotions. Our goal 
in the home is the same, to give them some 
undivided attention, follow their lead in moments of 
stress or struggle and respond by giving them the 
appropriate tool to cope.” 

This is never more critical than for a child who loses a 
parent. NAN provides up to a year of bereavement 
services and Cassandra and her team are on hand 
prior to the parent’s death to help explain what is 
happening to the children. Once the parent dies, she 
works with the family to help them create rituals that 
reinforce a connection with the parent that has died, 
so that they can continue to live with the memory of 
that person in their lives. “That’s a part that every 
family struggles with. It’s hard to think about that 
person, but you need to leave some space, especially 
for kids, for that parent to live. I help families navigate 
that and find a way that feels authentic for them.”

Cassandra believes that ultimately the NAN program 
highlights how resilient children can be when given 
the right tools, guidance, and emotional support to 
cope. “Often a parent will say, ‘I was so afraid that 
they wouldn’t be able to handle this conversation, but 
you’ve shown me that my kids are strong, and they’ll 
be ok.’ That’s the best part of this work for me, 
getting to show parents that their child is able to 
conquer this.” 
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highlights how resilient children can be when given 
the right tools, guidance, and emotional support to 
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they might scare them with too much information.”  Child Life 
specialists like Cassandra understand that we can support 
these kids by helping them understand what cancer is.  
“Studies show that if you have a conversation with a kid, 
using age appropriate words that they can understand, they 
have the ability to comprehend it and they cope better 
because of it.” 

Cassandra works closely with NAN families to ensure that 
each child receives an individualized program, customized to 
their age, and matches them with a volunteer that is best 
suited to help that child cope with their parent’s illness. She 
works closely with NAN’s volunteers to train them on how to 
use play to help children cope with different types of 
emotions. 

In 2019 NAN developed specialized coping kits, a monthly 
activity that volunteers can use in their visits. The NAN slime 
kit provides a tactile kinesthetic release when kids are 
anxious, nervous, or excited. For children who are feeling 
alone or isolated there is Kindness Bingo, where kids are 
encouraged to do five kind acts to help alleviate feelings of 
loneliness that often come with a parent’s hospitalization. The 
dragon breathing exercise helps kids learn deep breathing 
methods. They decorate their own fire breathing dragon out 
of a toilet paper roll and put streamers on the end so that it 
looks like fire is coming out. “Kids love the art activity, but 
what we’re really teaching them is how to take a deep breath 
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health and well-being of her kids. 

That’s why NAN developed a Child Life informed childcare 
program that not only gives mom the time to rest, but 
reassures her that her kids will have the tools they need to 
cope with her illness, strengthening their resilience so that 
they can handle whatever life throws their way.  

Child Life is a branch of psychosocial healthcare that helps 
children navigate stressful times so that they can handle life 
changing experiences that might otherwise throw them off 
their normal developmental path. A parent’s cancer diagnosis 
can be one such traumatic event in a child’s life, which if 
untreated can lead to a lifetime of issues and unfulfilled 
dreams.  As NAN’s Child Life Specialist Cassandra Di 
Clemente explains, “research shows that kids who experience 
trauma can grow up to experience a range of mental health 
disorders from anxiety and depression to suicidal ideation. 
They can withdraw from their friends and family, struggle in 
school and stop doing activities that they once loved. All of 
this can impact their ability to advance in life.” 

At NAN, our Child Life specialists help families navigate the 
difficult journey of coping with a cancer diagnosis so that their 
kids can continue to thrive. “Many parents don’t know how to 
help their kids cope with a serious illness in the family, they 
think that their children are too young to understand, or that 

in, because to make the fire come to life they have to 
breathe in really slowly, which is a great tool they can 
use when they’re feeling anxious”, explains 
Cassandra. 

While many of NAN’s clients have young children, 
Cassandra wants parents to understand that NAN’s 
Child Life approach works equally well for older kids. 
“A five-year old copes best through play. Whereas a 
15-year old needs someone to talk to and be there 
for them through all their different emotions. Our goal 
in the home is the same, to give them some 
undivided attention, follow their lead in moments of 
stress or struggle and respond by giving them the 
appropriate tool to cope.” 

This is never more critical than for a child who loses a 
parent. NAN provides up to a year of bereavement 
services and Cassandra and her team are on hand 
prior to the parent’s death to help explain what is 
happening to the children. Once the parent dies, she 
works with the family to help them create rituals that 
reinforce a connection with the parent that has died, 
so that they can continue to live with the memory of 
that person in their lives. “That’s a part that every 
family struggles with. It’s hard to think about that 
person, but you need to leave some space, especially 
for kids, for that parent to live. I help families navigate 
that and find a way that feels authentic for them.”

Cassandra believes that ultimately the NAN program 
highlights how resilient children can be when given 
the right tools, guidance, and emotional support to 
cope. “Often a parent will say, ‘I was so afraid that 
they wouldn’t be able to handle this conversation, but 
you’ve shown me that my kids are strong, and they’ll 
be ok.’ That’s the best part of this work for me, 
getting to show parents that their child is able to 
conquer this.” 
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they might scare them with too much information.”  Child Life 
specialists like Cassandra understand that we can support 
these kids by helping them understand what cancer is.  
“Studies show that if you have a conversation with a kid, 
using age appropriate words that they can understand, they 
have the ability to comprehend it and they cope better 
because of it.” 

Cassandra works closely with NAN families to ensure that 
each child receives an individualized program, customized to 
their age, and matches them with a volunteer that is best 
suited to help that child cope with their parent’s illness. She 
works closely with NAN’s volunteers to train them on how to 
use play to help children cope with different types of 
emotions. 

In 2019 NAN developed specialized coping kits, a monthly 
activity that volunteers can use in their visits. The NAN slime 
kit provides a tactile kinesthetic release when kids are 
anxious, nervous, or excited. For children who are feeling 
alone or isolated there is Kindness Bingo, where kids are 
encouraged to do five kind acts to help alleviate feelings of 
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reassures her that her kids will have the tools they need to 
cope with her illness, strengthening their resilience so that 
they can handle whatever life throws their way.  

Child Life is a branch of psychosocial healthcare that helps 
children navigate stressful times so that they can handle life 
changing experiences that might otherwise throw them off 
their normal developmental path. A parent’s cancer diagnosis 
can be one such traumatic event in a child’s life, which if 
untreated can lead to a lifetime of issues and unfulfilled 
dreams.  As NAN’s Child Life Specialist Cassandra Di 
Clemente explains, “research shows that kids who experience 
trauma can grow up to experience a range of mental health 
disorders from anxiety and depression to suicidal ideation. 
They can withdraw from their friends and family, struggle in 
school and stop doing activities that they once loved. All of 
this can impact their ability to advance in life.” 

At NAN, our Child Life specialists help families navigate the 
difficult journey of coping with a cancer diagnosis so that their 
kids can continue to thrive. “Many parents don’t know how to 
help their kids cope with a serious illness in the family, they 
think that their children are too young to understand, or that 

in, because to make the fire come to life they have to 
breathe in really slowly, which is a great tool they can 
use when they’re feeling anxious”, explains 
Cassandra. 

While many of NAN’s clients have young children, 
Cassandra wants parents to understand that NAN’s 
Child Life approach works equally well for older kids. 
“A five-year old copes best through play. Whereas a 
15-year old needs someone to talk to and be there 
for them through all their different emotions. Our goal 
in the home is the same, to give them some 
undivided attention, follow their lead in moments of 
stress or struggle and respond by giving them the 
appropriate tool to cope.” 

This is never more critical than for a child who loses a 
parent. NAN provides up to a year of bereavement 
services and Cassandra and her team are on hand 
prior to the parent’s death to help explain what is 
happening to the children. Once the parent dies, she 
works with the family to help them create rituals that 
reinforce a connection with the parent that has died, 
so that they can continue to live with the memory of 
that person in their lives. “That’s a part that every 
family struggles with. It’s hard to think about that 
person, but you need to leave some space, especially 
for kids, for that parent to live. I help families navigate 
that and find a way that feels authentic for them.”

Cassandra believes that ultimately the NAN program 
highlights how resilient children can be when given 
the right tools, guidance, and emotional support to 
cope. “Often a parent will say, ‘I was so afraid that 
they wouldn’t be able to handle this conversation, but 
you’ve shown me that my kids are strong, and they’ll 
be ok.’ That’s the best part of this work for me, 
getting to show parents that their child is able to 
conquer this.” 
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The foundation, which launched in 2012, invests in 
healthcare, arts and culture, social services, and 
education across the GTA. Over the last few years the 
foundation has made a conscious effort to support 
smaller initiatives where their gift might not receive a lot 
of public exposure for the foundation, but where the 
investment can have an enormous impact on thecharity 
involved. As James Booty, Executive Director explains, 
“the foundation typically prefers to keep a low profile 
and tends to avoid exposure except where that 
exposure will benefit an organization it supports”. 

In 2017, the foundation became aware of one such 
initiative and saw value in taking a closer look. After 
witnessing an appearance by Nanny Angel Network’s 
founder Audrey Guth on television, the foundation 

began researching NAN. Recognizing that NAN filled an 
important gap in the cancer care space, they decided to 
donate funds, hoping that their support would help NAN 
grow. Booty says the foundation is keen to offer its support 
to small charities like NAN, “we are able to invest in projects 
that because of their fledgling nature might not attract 
traditional support, and we hope that by lending our name 
and profile that we will help create the momentum that 
leads to others recognizing their value.” 

To identify ground-breaking projects and respond to the 
ever-changing needs of the community, La Fondation 
Emmanuelle Gattuso values flexibility in its decision-making. 
This nimble approach allows it to respond with immediate 
help, such as when a local women’s shelter’s commercial 
refrigerator broke, threatening to halt its service of 400 daily 

meals if it wasn’t replaced. And it allows it to recognize 
and support the expansion of pioneering ideas, like an 
innovative program in Barrie that gives high school kids 
with special needs the opportunity to train service dogs, 
leading to huge benefits for the young people involved 
and the surrounding community.

Although the foundation values flexibility, one thing that is 
core to its mission is supporting initiatives that focus on 
the needs of the people being served. With NAN, Booty 
saw an organization that put the needs of the families at 
the centre of its work. “Nanny Angel Network has looked 
at what that mother and that family needs most and how 
it can provide that. It is not a babysitting service - there's 
a suite of things that it provides: it is a timeout; it is a 
relief; it is a support; it is counselling. It is education for 
the children to be able to articulate what's happening and 
it's giving the terminology to the parents to help them talk 
to their children. All those things are concentrated and 
focused on the needs of that family. And that's what 
makes this service so important.”

The foundation’s investment in Nanny Angel Network has 
more than doubled in the last few years, helping the 
organization serve more families living with cancer. Booty 
hopes that their support will help shine a light on the 
importance of this work and attract others who will 
recognize the Gattuso name and feel reassured that this 
organization can be trusted to deliver results, “when you 
see the reports, the testimony from the families, and the 
impact on the children, then that brings it to life and 
justifies that investment.”

You don’t have to search very far to see the impact of Emmanuelle Gattuso’s generosity on the 

health and well-being of Canadians. Most of us are familiar with her family’s transformative gifts to 

institutions like the Princess Margaret Cancer Centre. But many of the organizations that La 

Fondation Emmanuelle Gattuso supports have far less profile and resources. What they all share is a 

commitment to creating change and innovation, client-centric care, and the ability to see a need and 

respond effectively. 
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they might scare them with too much information.”  Child Life 
specialists like Cassandra understand that we can support 
these kids by helping them understand what cancer is.  
“Studies show that if you have a conversation with a kid, 
using age appropriate words that they can understand, they 
have the ability to comprehend it and they cope better 
because of it.” 

Cassandra works closely with NAN families to ensure that 
each child receives an individualized program, customized to 
their age, and matches them with a volunteer that is best 
suited to help that child cope with their parent’s illness. She 
works closely with NAN’s volunteers to train them on how to 
use play to help children cope with different types of 
emotions. 
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anxious, nervous, or excited. For children who are feeling 
alone or isolated there is Kindness Bingo, where kids are 
encouraged to do five kind acts to help alleviate feelings of 
loneliness that often come with a parent’s hospitalization. The 
dragon breathing exercise helps kids learn deep breathing 
methods. They decorate their own fire breathing dragon out 
of a toilet paper roll and put streamers on the end so that it 
looks like fire is coming out. “Kids love the art activity, but 
what we’re really teaching them is how to take a deep breath 
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which is how will she continue to care for her 

children while she seeks treatment, and what will 

happen to those children if she dies. Nanny Angel 

Network knows a mom’s primary focus is the 

health and well-being of her kids. 

That’s why NAN developed a Child Life informed childcare 
program that not only gives mom the time to rest, but 
reassures her that her kids will have the tools they need to 
cope with her illness, strengthening their resilience so that 
they can handle whatever life throws their way.  

Child Life is a branch of psychosocial healthcare that helps 
children navigate stressful times so that they can handle life 
changing experiences that might otherwise throw them off 
their normal developmental path. A parent’s cancer diagnosis 
can be one such traumatic event in a child’s life, which if 
untreated can lead to a lifetime of issues and unfulfilled 
dreams.  As NAN’s Child Life Specialist Cassandra Di 
Clemente explains, “research shows that kids who experience 
trauma can grow up to experience a range of mental health 
disorders from anxiety and depression to suicidal ideation. 
They can withdraw from their friends and family, struggle in 
school and stop doing activities that they once loved. All of 
this can impact their ability to advance in life.” 

At NAN, our Child Life specialists help families navigate the 
difficult journey of coping with a cancer diagnosis so that their 
kids can continue to thrive. “Many parents don’t know how to 
help their kids cope with a serious illness in the family, they 
think that their children are too young to understand, or that 

in, because to make the fire come to life they have to 
breathe in really slowly, which is a great tool they can 
use when they’re feeling anxious”, explains 
Cassandra. 

While many of NAN’s clients have young children, 
Cassandra wants parents to understand that NAN’s 
Child Life approach works equally well for older kids. 
“A five-year old copes best through play. Whereas a 
15-year old needs someone to talk to and be there 
for them through all their different emotions. Our goal 
in the home is the same, to give them some 
undivided attention, follow their lead in moments of 
stress or struggle and respond by giving them the 
appropriate tool to cope.” 

This is never more critical than for a child who loses a 
parent. NAN provides up to a year of bereavement 
services and Cassandra and her team are on hand 
prior to the parent’s death to help explain what is 
happening to the children. Once the parent dies, she 
works with the family to help them create rituals that 
reinforce a connection with the parent that has died, 
so that they can continue to live with the memory of 
that person in their lives. “That’s a part that every 
family struggles with. It’s hard to think about that 
person, but you need to leave some space, especially 
for kids, for that parent to live. I help families navigate 
that and find a way that feels authentic for them.”

Cassandra believes that ultimately the NAN program 
highlights how resilient children can be when given 
the right tools, guidance, and emotional support to 
cope. “Often a parent will say, ‘I was so afraid that 
they wouldn’t be able to handle this conversation, but 
you’ve shown me that my kids are strong, and they’ll 
be ok.’ That’s the best part of this work for me, 
getting to show parents that their child is able to 
conquer this.” 

The foundation, which launched in 2012, invests in 
healthcare, arts and culture, social services, and 
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and tends to avoid exposure except where that 
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In 2017, the foundation became aware of one such 
initiative and saw value in taking a closer look. After 
witnessing an appearance by Nanny Angel Network’s 
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began researching NAN. Recognizing that NAN filled an 
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help, such as when a local women’s shelter’s commercial 
refrigerator broke, threatening to halt its service of 400 daily 

meals if it wasn’t replaced. And it allows it to recognize 
and support the expansion of pioneering ideas, like an 
innovative program in Barrie that gives high school kids 
with special needs the opportunity to train service dogs, 
leading to huge benefits for the young people involved 
and the surrounding community.

Although the foundation values flexibility, one thing that is 
core to its mission is supporting initiatives that focus on 
the needs of the people being served. With NAN, Booty 
saw an organization that put the needs of the families at 
the centre of its work. “Nanny Angel Network has looked 
at what that mother and that family needs most and how 
it can provide that. It is not a babysitting service - there's 
a suite of things that it provides: it is a timeout; it is a 
relief; it is a support; it is counselling. It is education for 
the children to be able to articulate what's happening and 
it's giving the terminology to the parents to help them talk 
to their children. All those things are concentrated and 
focused on the needs of that family. And that's what 
makes this service so important.”

The foundation’s investment in Nanny Angel Network has 
more than doubled in the last few years, helping the 
organization serve more families living with cancer. Booty 
hopes that their support will help shine a light on the 
importance of this work and attract others who will 
recognize the Gattuso name and feel reassured that this 
organization can be trusted to deliver results, “when you 
see the reports, the testimony from the families, and the 
impact on the children, then that brings it to life and 
justifies that investment.”
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they might scare them with too much information.”  Child Life 
specialists like Cassandra understand that we can support 
these kids by helping them understand what cancer is.  
“Studies show that if you have a conversation with a kid, 
using age appropriate words that they can understand, they 
have the ability to comprehend it and they cope better 
because of it.” 

Cassandra works closely with NAN families to ensure that 
each child receives an individualized program, customized to 
their age, and matches them with a volunteer that is best 
suited to help that child cope with their parent’s illness. She 
works closely with NAN’s volunteers to train them on how to 
use play to help children cope with different types of 
emotions. 

In 2019 NAN developed specialized coping kits, a monthly 
activity that volunteers can use in their visits. The NAN slime 
kit provides a tactile kinesthetic release when kids are 
anxious, nervous, or excited. For children who are feeling 
alone or isolated there is Kindness Bingo, where kids are 
encouraged to do five kind acts to help alleviate feelings of 
loneliness that often come with a parent’s hospitalization. The 
dragon breathing exercise helps kids learn deep breathing 
methods. They decorate their own fire breathing dragon out 
of a toilet paper roll and put streamers on the end so that it 
looks like fire is coming out. “Kids love the art activity, but 
what we’re really teaching them is how to take a deep breath 

When a mom receives a cancer diagnosis she is 

confronted by a number of fears, not least of 

which is how will she continue to care for her 

children while she seeks treatment, and what will 

happen to those children if she dies. Nanny Angel 

Network knows a mom’s primary focus is the 

health and well-being of her kids. 

That’s why NAN developed a Child Life informed childcare 
program that not only gives mom the time to rest, but 
reassures her that her kids will have the tools they need to 
cope with her illness, strengthening their resilience so that 
they can handle whatever life throws their way.  

Child Life is a branch of psychosocial healthcare that helps 
children navigate stressful times so that they can handle life 
changing experiences that might otherwise throw them off 
their normal developmental path. A parent’s cancer diagnosis 
can be one such traumatic event in a child’s life, which if 
untreated can lead to a lifetime of issues and unfulfilled 
dreams.  As NAN’s Child Life Specialist Cassandra Di 
Clemente explains, “research shows that kids who experience 
trauma can grow up to experience a range of mental health 
disorders from anxiety and depression to suicidal ideation. 
They can withdraw from their friends and family, struggle in 
school and stop doing activities that they once loved. All of 
this can impact their ability to advance in life.” 

At NAN, our Child Life specialists help families navigate the 
difficult journey of coping with a cancer diagnosis so that their 
kids can continue to thrive. “Many parents don’t know how to 
help their kids cope with a serious illness in the family, they 
think that their children are too young to understand, or that 

in, because to make the fire come to life they have to 
breathe in really slowly, which is a great tool they can 
use when they’re feeling anxious”, explains 
Cassandra. 

While many of NAN’s clients have young children, 
Cassandra wants parents to understand that NAN’s 
Child Life approach works equally well for older kids. 
“A five-year old copes best through play. Whereas a 
15-year old needs someone to talk to and be there 
for them through all their different emotions. Our goal 
in the home is the same, to give them some 
undivided attention, follow their lead in moments of 
stress or struggle and respond by giving them the 
appropriate tool to cope.” 

This is never more critical than for a child who loses a 
parent. NAN provides up to a year of bereavement 
services and Cassandra and her team are on hand 
prior to the parent’s death to help explain what is 
happening to the children. Once the parent dies, she 
works with the family to help them create rituals that 
reinforce a connection with the parent that has died, 
so that they can continue to live with the memory of 
that person in their lives. “That’s a part that every 
family struggles with. It’s hard to think about that 
person, but you need to leave some space, especially 
for kids, for that parent to live. I help families navigate 
that and find a way that feels authentic for them.”

Cassandra believes that ultimately the NAN program 
highlights how resilient children can be when given 
the right tools, guidance, and emotional support to 
cope. “Often a parent will say, ‘I was so afraid that 
they wouldn’t be able to handle this conversation, but 
you’ve shown me that my kids are strong, and they’ll 
be ok.’ That’s the best part of this work for me, 
getting to show parents that their child is able to 
conquer this.” 
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eventually resign. Her husband, who was working as a high 
school teacher, switched to working in the board office for the 
needed flexibility. And Caroline found herself in a limbo when 
describing what she did for a living. “My kids were asked at 
school, ‘what do your parents do?’ And the answer would be, 
'my dad is a teacher, and my mom does nothing.’ Those were 
the kinds of moments that made me feel like I wasn’t a regular 
person anymore.”

A couple of months down the line, Caroline read an 
announcement of the Nanny Angel Network’s opening in 
Kingston and immediately looked it up. At first, she was 
worried that the program would be unavailable to her 
teenagers but was pleasantly surprised when her social 
worker explained that NAN provided services for kids up to 
the age of 16.  She encouraged Caroline to reach out to the 
organization and to register the kids for the Ronda Green 
Camp Program for Children. 

Caroline’s family were paired with Nancy as their Nanny Angel. 
Nancy developed a great connection with all of Caroline’s 
kids and would creatively put together activities tailored to 
each child. Nancy would bake delicious treats with them 
and even went as far as taking each of the kids to their own 
special events like a musical or a baseball game. Caroline’s 
nine-year-old daughter Elizabeth was so close to Nancy that 
she would call her via facetime so they could decide on her 
outfits for school together.

had received a letter in the mail reminding her 

to go for her regular physical with her family 

doctor.  Although only in her early forties, she 

insisted on getting a mammogram as a precaution. 

The next day she received a phone call and immediately 
knew something was wrong. Scans after scans followed and 
a few months later she got the devastating news of a stage 4 
metastatic breast cancer diagnosis.

Her first thoughts were her kids. What was going to happen 
to them, and how was she supposed to break this life-altering 
news, knowing that her diagnosis was terminal. With kids 
aged 15, 13, and nine-year-old twins, there was no hiding this 
information from them. 

Caroline soon began her treatments, but its side effects left her 
feeling arthritic, sleepy and generally weak. She wasn’t able 
to partake in the usual family activities with her kids and had 
to depend more on her husband and her parents. “The life 
before and after diagnosis was completely different. I missed 
our annual Christmas concert for the first time, and we did not 
feel comfortable going to birthday parties full of kids because 
of the added risk. I started leaning on my husband and my 
parents to do those things with the kids so that they were less 
impacted. And as a parent, I felt I was missing out on the short 
term trying to be safe for the long term.”

Caroline had recently completed her Masters degree, was 
working as a Managing Director at the Kingston Association of 
Museums, Art Galleries and Historic Sites (KAM) and had built 
a very structured life with her family. But after her diagnosis 
she had to take a leave of absence from her position and 

Caroline,
like many 
Canadians,

Even though Caroline felt she had communicated her cancer 
diagnosis to her children in a manner that they could all 
understand, she discovered that it was still a challenge for them 
to comprehend the extent of her illness. “My 13-year-old son 
Alex was going with his Nanny Angel to see the musical ‘Come 
from Away’, and he took a selfie with sunglasses which had a 
logo of the Shine Thru the Rain foundation. One of his friends 
saw it, curiously looked it up and pointed out the section that 
stated ‘for terminal illness’. There was something different about 
me saying I would die one day with cancer and my son hearing 
terminal, that frightened him. And at that moment, he became 
concerned about when this was happening.”  

In moments like this a Nanny Angel can help a child cope with 
their feelings of uncertainty and fear. When Caroline’s 9-year-old 
son battled anxiety, the Nanny Angel was there to help him 
through it. “Nancy is a genuinely caring person who had training 
about cancer and was able to speak to the kids about it. I 
had great confidence in Nancy, and she brought such positive 
energy to the family. I felt like I could take a break knowing that 
I had someone who loves the kids and wasn’t encumbered by 
the emotional aspect that is prevalent with family.”

Caroline is so thankful to the Nanny Angel Network for not 
only providing a wealth of resources to the moms and the 
Nanny Angels but also to the kids. Her sons learned how to 
sail after going to camp and had something to look forward 
to next summer. As her son Alex shared, “I had a lot of fun 
with Nancy. She had a lot of recipes, and we would bake 
together. I also enjoyed going to see the musical in Toronto. It 
was like having a potential best friend that understood what I 
was going through and how painful this experience can be”.

For Caroline, the Nanny Angel Network’s ability to intuitively 
identify what is most important to families dealing with cancer 
and create various programs to provide that much needed 
support is nothing short of incredible. “It is hard to know 
how to help. Cancer is so devastating, and you don’t get to 
pause life to deal with it. But with the help of the Nanny Angel 
Network, the other additional pieces of my life are supported. 
How lucky am I that the Nanny Angel Network is in Kingston? 
Our family truly would be missing out if it was not here.”

A FAMILY STORY
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eventually resign. Her husband, who was working as a high 
school teacher, switched to working in the board office for the 
needed flexibility. And Caroline found herself in a limbo when 
describing what she did for a living. “My kids were asked at 
school, ‘what do your parents do?’ And the answer would be, 
'my dad is a teacher, and my mom does nothing.’ Those were 
the kinds of moments that made me feel like I wasn’t a regular 
person anymore.”

A couple of months down the line, Caroline read an 
announcement of the Nanny Angel Network’s opening in 
Kingston and immediately looked it up. At first, she was 
worried that the program would be unavailable to her 
teenagers but was pleasantly surprised when her social 
worker explained that NAN provided services for kids up to 
the age of 16.  She encouraged Caroline to reach out to the 
organization and to register the kids for the Ronda Green 
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kids and would creatively put together activities tailored to 
each child. Nancy would bake delicious treats with them 
and even went as far as taking each of the kids to their own 
special events like a musical or a baseball game. Caroline’s 
nine-year-old daughter Elizabeth was so close to Nancy that 
she would call her via facetime so they could decide on her 
outfits for school together.
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knew something was wrong. Scans after scans followed and 
a few months later she got the devastating news of a stage 4 
metastatic breast cancer diagnosis.

Her first thoughts were her kids. What was going to happen 
to them, and how was she supposed to break this life-altering 
news, knowing that her diagnosis was terminal. With kids 
aged 15, 13, and nine-year-old twins, there was no hiding this 
information from them. 

Caroline soon began her treatments, but its side effects left her 
feeling arthritic, sleepy and generally weak. She wasn’t able 
to partake in the usual family activities with her kids and had 
to depend more on her husband and her parents. “The life 
before and after diagnosis was completely different. I missed 
our annual Christmas concert for the first time, and we did not 
feel comfortable going to birthday parties full of kids because 
of the added risk. I started leaning on my husband and my 
parents to do those things with the kids so that they were less 
impacted. And as a parent, I felt I was missing out on the short 
term trying to be safe for the long term.”

Caroline had recently completed her Masters degree, was 
working as a Managing Director at the Kingston Association of 
Museums, Art Galleries and Historic Sites (KAM) and had built 
a very structured life with her family. But after her diagnosis 
she had to take a leave of absence from her position and 

Even though Caroline felt she had communicated her cancer 
diagnosis to her children in a manner that they could all 
understand, she discovered that it was still a challenge for them 
to comprehend the extent of her illness. “My 13-year-old son 
Alex was going with his Nanny Angel to see the musical ‘Come 
from Away’, and he took a selfie with sunglasses which had a 
logo of the Shine Thru the Rain foundation. One of his friends 
saw it, curiously looked it up and pointed out the section that 
stated ‘for terminal illness’. There was something different about 
me saying I would die one day with cancer and my son hearing 
terminal, that frightened him. And at that moment, he became 
concerned about when this was happening.”  

In moments like this a Nanny Angel can help a child cope with 
their feelings of uncertainty and fear. When Caroline’s 9-year-old 
son battled anxiety, the Nanny Angel was there to help him 
through it. “Nancy is a genuinely caring person who had training 
about cancer and was able to speak to the kids about it. I 
had great confidence in Nancy, and she brought such positive 
energy to the family. I felt like I could take a break knowing that 
I had someone who loves the kids and wasn’t encumbered by 
the emotional aspect that is prevalent with family.”

Caroline is so thankful to the Nanny Angel Network for not 
only providing a wealth of resources to the moms and the 
Nanny Angels but also to the kids. Her sons learned how to 
sail after going to camp and had something to look forward 
to next summer. As her son Alex shared, “I had a lot of fun 
with Nancy. She had a lot of recipes, and we would bake 
together. I also enjoyed going to see the musical in Toronto. It 
was like having a potential best friend that understood what I 
was going through and how painful this experience can be”.

For Caroline, the Nanny Angel Network’s ability to intuitively 
identify what is most important to families dealing with cancer 
and create various programs to provide that much needed 
support is nothing short of incredible. “It is hard to know 
how to help. Cancer is so devastating, and you don’t get to 
pause life to deal with it. But with the help of the Nanny Angel 
Network, the other additional pieces of my life are supported. 
How lucky am I that the Nanny Angel Network is in Kingston? 
Our family truly would be missing out if it was not here.”
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Milena knew she was going to fit in at the Nanny Angel 
Network and couldn’t wait to get started. After completing a 
screening and the Nanny Angel training program, she soon 
began providing support to a young mom of three kids. The 
kids warmed up to her and they became best of friends. They 
would go on nature walks, lunch dates, and create beautiful 
crafts together. 

Unfortunately, the mom Milena was supporting passed away, 
and it was difficult for the kids to adjust to their new reality. 
Thankfully, Milena was there to help them through the grieving 
process. “I remember going to see the kids after the funeral, 
and 9-year old Amanda ran up to me and gave me a big hug. 
And I said to her, ‘do you want anything or have any questions 
to ask.’ And she replied, ‘Can you just hug me?’ Something 
so simple as a hug went a long way in reassuring her that 
things were going to be okay.”

Although it was overwhelming at first for the kids, they 
soon began opening-up to Milena about their mother. They 
were able to comfortably initiate discussions about their 
mom knowing that they were in a safe space. They enjoyed 
highlighting similarities Milena had with their mom, including 
her taste in ice cream or specialty drinks. Milena felt like 
she was able to help the kids get through a very traumatic 
experience in their lives. 

“The kids were very special to me. I was very fortunate to be 
a part of their lives and family. Supporting these families and 
helping them through challenging times is truly a rewarding 
experience."

After overcoming this trauma, Milena knew she wanted to 
give back to her community by supporting families going 
through similar experiences. 

Milena worked as a sales manager at a car dealership.  
Although her job allowed her to utilize her people skills, 
she yearned for a more rewarding experience. That 
opportunity came once she retired. She began volunteering 
at organizations that provided support to families in her 
community. Drawing on her experience as the primary 
caregiver to her 95-year-old mother, she became a 
volunteer at Hospice Vaughan. And she provided support 
to children through a local after school program. 

She learned about the Nanny Angel Network after being 
invited to a NAN event by one of her friends, and it was love 
at first sight. Milena was blown away by the warm and caring 
atmosphere among the volunteers and immediately knew 
that she wanted to be a part of it. She could appreciate how 
important childcare support was for moms who had cancer 
and thought she could be of help. 

Answering
the Call: 
Milena’s 
Story
Milena Moncada knows that being a Nanny 

Angel means making a deep commitment to 

providing care and compassion to children in 

need. Ten years ago, Milena had lost her dad 

and best friend to cancer. It was a devastating 

experience, and she struggled with dealing 

with the accompanying grief for several years. 
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2019 FINANCIALS
Thanks to the generous support of our donors, 

every dollar raised helps support our mission to lessen the impact of cancer on families.

PROGRAMMING
70%

ADMINISTRATION
15%

FUNDRAISING
15%

$1,019,609

2019 EXPENSES

2019 REVENUE

CORPORATIONS
29%

FOUNDATIONS
12%

$1,482,409*

INDIVIDUAL
5%

OTHERS
(GIFT IN KIND )

3%

EVENTS
51%

*A 34% increase on 2018 revenue
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OUR DONORS

$100,000 - $125,000
Astellas Pharma US Inc.
Surplus Furniture and Mattress

$75,000 - $99,999
Bazil Developments Inc.

Homestead Land Holdings Limited

$50,000 - $74,999
Avid Apparel and Demetruis Harmon

$25,000 - $49,999
Argo Development Corporation

Brampton Brick Ltd.

CIBC

Greenrock Charitable Trust

La Fondation Emmanuelle Gattuso

Peter Gilgan Foundation

Scotiabank

The Davies Charitable Foundation

Verdiroc Holdings Ltd.

$10,000 - $24,999
Anna and Edward C. Churchill Foundation

Barrick Gold - Heart of Gold Fund

CIBC Real Estate Finance Division

Condrain Group (1983) Limited

Delta Urban

Global Precast Inc.

Greenwin Inc.

ivari

Jennifer J. Gilgan

Jesse Guth

Kerbel G. Inc.

Mackenize Investments Charitable Foundation

Minto Foundation Inc.

Nadia Petco

Nashville Developments Inc.

Paradise Developments

Retail Plazas Inc.

Robert Kerr Foundation

Susglobal Energy Canada Corp.

The Catherine and Maxwell Meighen Foundation

The Michelin Construction Group Inc.

Tradeworld Realty Inc. Brokerage

Womens Charity Golf Tournament 

$5,000 - $9,999
Alice & Murray Maitland Foundation

All Professional Trades

Alpine Sodding & Landscaping

Bell

Chantal Millet Memorial Golf Tournament

Christina Mary Hendrie Trust

Dolores Franco

Forest Contractors Ltd.

Gluskin Sheff

Great Gulf Charitable Foundation

Green Fischer Family Trust

Hyde Park Ltd Partnership

Jack Lains

La Fondation Henry and Berenice
Kaufmann Foundation

Leah Werry

Little Morello Vettese Segreto LLP

Memme Construction

Ontario REALTORS Care Foundation

Peartree Securities

Royal Bank of Canada

Sebo Canada

Susan Gottlieb

Tamarack Lumber

The Pantalone Family

The Regional Municipality of York

TJX Companies Inc.

Torbel Somerset Wallace Developments

Valencia Foods

Viral Nation

Waugh Family Foundation
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OUR DONORS

$1,000 - $4,999
2017769 Ontario Inc.
A.D.K. Ontario Sigma
Agueci & Calabretta
Andrew & Sheila Mullet
Anix Developments
Anna Albo
Anne Schneider
Azam Dawood
Bank of Montreal
Barbara Belford
Barbara Steinberg
BMO Bank of Montreal
Bortolussi Law
Bratty LLP

Cadillac Fairview

Cesaroni and Son Ltd.

Chaiton & Chaiton Management 
Limited

Coco Pavings Inc.

Crowe Soberman

Delaine Hampton

Dez Mulberry LLC

Diamond Personnel Inc.

Donina Lombardi

Eagleview Heights Dev. Ltd.

Esther Sarick

Eugenio Sturino

Fatima Castro

Freedom Medi-Spa Inc.

Gershon Hurwen

Goldrich Printpak Inc.

Greenberg/Samuel Family

Gregory Frustaglio

Guy & Danielle Weissberg

Helena Axler

iA Clarington Investments

Ideal S. Inc.

Ideal Solutions Insurance Brokers Inc.

Ines Disanto

JBW Insurance agencies Ltd.

Jewish Foundation of
Greater Toronto

Jonathan Sherman

Kagan Shastri LLP

Katherine Enright Pettypiece

KFA Architects and Planners Inc.

Kids II Canada Co.

KMR Bookkeeping

Lorraine Bortolussi

M.A.M Group Inc.

Masters Insurance Limited

Metro Wide Paving Ltd.

Michael Kovendi

Michael Maling

Minden Gross LLP

Miriam Green

Mobilize Jobs

Nathaniel Green

Overholt Design Inc.

Painterific Inc.

Panfinancial Insurance

Plast-Ex

Prismatique Designs Ltd.

RBC Dominion Securities

RBC Foundation

Robin Green

Royal Pine Homes

Ryan Brundle

Sambenco

SCS Consulting Group

Seligman and Associates

Seven View Plymouth Chrysler

Shauna Guth

Summer Fresh Salads

The BLDG Shop

The Corporation of the City of Vaughan

The George Lunan Foundation

The McLean Foundation

Thorek Scott and Partners

Torch Beauty Treatments Limited

Valley Major Developments Limited

Vault Mortgage Corporation

Wyse Meter Solutions

Yorkwood Homes

$500 - $999
Amy Lo

Andree Blouin

Ann Gawel

Autosonic Service Station Inc.

Benjamin Guth

Canadian Appliance Source

Chris S. Pedro

Cole Engineering Group Ltd.

Convertus Digital Inc.

Dana Venner

David Yurman Retail Canada Corp.

Dennis Lewis

Dragons Abreast Inc.

Elizabeth Harding

ETFO Toronto OT Local

Foresight Development 
Consultants Ltd.

Fred Guth

Ivan Muchalov

J.D. Barnes Limited

Jeff Walderman

Jeffrey Fine

Jessica Baliwalla

Judy Tobe

Nikola Mracic

Nous Design Group Inc.

Peter Wookey

Peter Zakarow & Kristin Matthews

Richardson GMP Ltd.

Robert Franklin

RPA Inc.

United Way of Greater Toronto
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255 By Alta Rossa Ristorante 

A.S.P.C. 

Accor Hotels 

Adam Moskowitz – Auctioneer  

Alyth Kersely (NOSH + NIMBLE) 
– Holistic Nutritionist 

Ana Pascos Portraits 

Arbonne 

Artz Axentz Boutique 

Audrey & Fred Guth 

Avid Apparel 

Banfi Restaurant 

Barberian’s Steak House 

Belsito Restaurant (Kleinberg) 

Ben Mulroney 

BlueBlood Steakhouse 

Books by Happy Science 

Brampton Flight Center 

Brando’s Clothing (Woodbridge) 

Cadillac Fairview Mall 

Casino Rama 

CCI Furnishings 

Cheryl Millet 

Connolly Marble & Granite Ltd. 

Coppi Ristorante 

Corrie Elle Artistry 

Craig’s Cookies 

David Yurman 

Davids Tea 

Deerhurst Inn | Skyline Investments 

Drink Inc. 

Eagle’s Nest Golf Club & Lago 
Restaurant 

Elmwood Spa  

Erin Loree (Artist) 

ET Canada | Corus Entertainment Inc.   

Fashion Wear 

Fine Wines of Portugal 

Giro D'Italia Restaurant 

Givergy 

Global Precast Inc. 

Hair by Laurence  

Hotel X Toronto 

Howard Brodsky Jewelers 

Ines Di Santo Couture  

Janice Fedak 

Jeanne Lottie's Fashion Inc. 

Jeff Morrison Fine Jewellery  

John Vince Foods 

Jordan Sarick (Wines) 

Joyce Frustaglio  

JumpPlus Toronto 

Jungle Cat World 

KARBON Jackets 

Kenny Munshaw  

Koda Dale Beauty 

Lindt Chocolates 

Live Lite by Linda 

Live Nation 

Locale Restaurant (King City) 

Longo's 

L'Oreal Paris 

Love Gelato 

Luxottica 

Macpherson Toy House 

Mariani Tailors - Men’s Clothier 

Maroline Distributing Inc. 

Maryanne Cannone 

Massage U Muskoka 

Mastro Roberto Trattoria & Pizzeria  

Mayfair Tennis and Fitness Clubs 

McMichael Canadian Art Collection

Microsoft  

MLSE 

Motorino Enoteca 

Muskoka District Rentals 
& Maryrose Coleman  

Nature Knows Inc. 

Nove Ristorante (Woodbridge) 

Paul Bailey (Wines) 

Pearl Rejuvenation 

Petro Canada

Peninsula Lakes Golf Club 

Piano Piano The Restaurant 

Platinum Entertainment (DJ) 

Playtime Bowl and Entertainment 

POI Business Interiors 

Profile Wine Group  

Provocateur Images 

Rebel Nightclub 

Republic Live (Boots & Hearts) 

Richmond Hill Centre for the 
Performing Arts  

Richmond Hill Natural Therapies 

Rocky Crest Golf Resort 

Ross Halloran Sotheby's International 
Realty Port Carling (Muskoka Boat) 

SAIL- Outdoor Equipment Store 

Scruples Hair Design 

Second City Toronto 

Shirley Levene (Leejay Drawings) 

Sisters in Sync Design 

Skyline Investments

Splitsville Woodbridge 

Substance Food Group (Terra, 
Francobollo, Sarpa Restaurants) 

Taboo Muskoka Resort Golf & Spa 

The Beer Store

That's Italian Restaurant 

The Culinary Search Group courtesy 
of Matt Binkley (Muskoka Catering) 

The Food Dudes 

Ticketmaster Canada 

Upper Unionville Golf Club 

Watsons Glen Golf Club 

Wendy Bannerman and North 42 

Zilli Home Interiors 
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1000 Sheppard Ave. W., Suite 100

Toronto, ON M3H 2T6 Canada

416-730-0025

info@nannyangelnetwork.com

Charitable Registration Number: 

824863690RR0001

US Charitable Registration Number:

82-1609421
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